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Abstract – In the racing boat design world, the most
important aim is researching the best compromise be-
tween performances and safety. Nowadays, count-
less structural design tools exist, such as Finite Ele-
ment Analysis (FEA), however every numerical model
needs a controllable, repeatable, reliable experimen-
tal validation. The present work focuses on the struc-
tural design cycle adopted by Polito Sailing Team dur-
ing the design and building of their own new skiff,
a high-performance sailing dinghy, built mainly with
natural composite material like balsa wood and flax
fiber. The whole boat was completely designed by stu-
dents, according to eco-sustainable principles, in or-
der to participate in a university competition called
1001VelaCup.

I. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART

In order to validate a sail skiff structural model based on

finite element method (FEM) [1], it is needed to evaluate

the strains in specific positions at certain boundary con-

ditions. In fact, in a cruising regime is possible to study

the skiff behavior through a static approach identifying the

most impactful loads as rig and rigging due to sails, right-

ing moment due to the crew and hydrodynamic pressures

acting on the hull at specific speed and roll angle. Uncount-

able works focus on this working pattern, like [2] and many

others.

II. NUMERICAL MODEL

The load condition to which a skiff is exposed consid-

ers countless contributions represented by many variables

not easily correlated [3], the aim of the numerical model

is divide these contributions in order to approximating the

most important and then to obtain the strain and the stress

field verifying the compliance with the allowable stress of

the material. In fact, regarding the deck’s loads, a 1D FEM

model has been implemented in a Nastran-Patran environ-

ment, while the hydrodynamic pressures have been ob-

tained through a CFD analysis from StarCCM+ software.

These loads have been reported in the full model, on the

side of rig and rigging loads through the reaction forces,

on the hydrodynamic pressure sides, a transfer algorithm

has been designed.

Fig. 1. Load Condition.

At least, the equilibrium has been imposed varying the po-

sition of the crew respect the mast foot.

A. Load Condition
The most contribution in the skiff load situation, con-

sidering a static approach, is the eccentric load located at

the mast, but also the loads due to both chainplates and

shroud as shown in Fig.1. The compressive load has been

obtained through the balance between the righting moment

due to the crew and the interaction with the sails plane[4].

F =
1.5 ·RM(30◦)

HCPB
+

12 ·RM(30◦)
PW

+
2.5 ·RM(30◦)

J
(1)

In which:

• PW = height of mainsail tip from the water line;

• J = foretriangle base length;

• HCPB = half distance of the chainplates;

• RM = righthin moment at 30◦ due to the crew.

Sizes PW, J, HCPB, RM are defined in Fig.2

B. Shroud and Chainplates Design
The shroud and chainplates loads have been obtained

through experimental trials, in fact a couple of load cells

have been assembled. In order to considering the preten-

sion loads, it was necessary to model these lasts through
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Fig. 2. Characteristic Dimentions.

an imposed displacement located at the ends of the ca-

bles. Anyway, the physical behaviour of a steel cable

should consider that the compressive stresses are negligi-

ble, however the ROD element doesn’t contemplate this

phenomenon. In order to fix this problem, it was neces-

sary acting on the material behaviour designing a bi-linear

steel in which for negative strains the Young’s modulus is

negligible, as shown in Fig 3.

The imposed displacemets have been obtained consider-

ing the first setup adopted before the starting. The loads

measured in the harbour are equal to:

• Shroud: 1128 N;

• Chainplates: 1569.6 N

These force values have been converted in displacement

through the following equation:

δL =
F · L
E ·A (2)

Where:

• F = force recorded;

• L = cable length;

• E = Young’s modulus;

• A = cable section area.

C. CFD to FEM Tranfer Algorithm
The hull pressures have been obtained in a CFD envi-

ronment in which it is considered a speed of 6 knt with-

out waves. The most important problem is to transfer the

pressures calculated at the forequarter of the element to

the FEM environment, in which the load is applied at the

middle of the element. To overcome this limit, a simple

transfer algorithm has been designed. In fact, the same

division pattern between CFD and FEM hull model has

Fig. 3. 1D Model and Material Design.

Fig. 4. Hull’s Pressures

been obtained, through a simple index system that identi-

fies the corner nodes of each panel. This panelling is the

son of a previous work in which the panel partition is based

on a criterion provided by regulations. The average of the

pressures obtained by CFD has been calculated, as shown

in Fig.4 and then applied to the same FEM model panel

through a biunique relationship.

D. Numerical Results
The predictive FE Model integrates the steps previously

discussed in an embedded system that takes into account

both the loads on the deck, in the form of reaction forces,

both the hull’s pressure. The results obtained are consistent

with the physic’s of the problem and suggest that the region

subjected to the highest strain field is under the mast foot,

as shown in Fig5.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The aim of this work is to validate the structural FEM

model of the Polito Sailing Team skiff, in order to do this

confirmation, an experimental campaign has been needed,

as shown in Fig6 and in Fig7. The experimental setup con-

sists in:

1. Strain acquisition system;

2. Load Cells;

3. GPS, pitch angle, roll angle acquisition system based

on Arduino.

The sample frequency chosen for the strain gauges sys-
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Fig. 5. Strain Field

Fig. 6. Acquisition System

tem si about 100 Hz, this value appears reasonable for

static phenomena. Moreover, the saving setup has been de-

signed considering a multiple redundancy in order to avoid

a data loss due to failures depending on the adverse envi-

ronment in which the experiments have been conducted.

In order to obtain the best strain gauge location pattern,

a first predictive FEM model has been considered. After

this, the whole strains acquisition system is composed by

six three-grid rosettes (RY10-3/120) and four linear strain

gauges (LY11-6/350) [5]. The link with the acquisition de-

vice involves a half-bridge Wheatstone configuration with

0.1% of precision resistors. To understand the strain field

of the whole structure in according to with the FE model

the best measure points chosen are in the joint between the

inner structure and the hull in a specular way, while the lin-

ear strain gauges have been set on the inner structure beam

in the closeness of the chainplates, as is shown in Fif9. Due

to the aggressive environment, a way to protect the sensors

has been needed the whole sensors located both on the hull

both on the inner structure have been treated with a coating

composed by a polyurethane skin and a layer of silicon.

IV. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The environment in which a sail skiff works is affect by

countless noises like waves, wind gusts and unintentional

bumping by the crew during the maneuvers. This work

focuses on ranges in which the dynamic effects are negli-

gible only. In compliance with the assumptions, this work

Fig. 7. Arduino acquisition system scheme

Fig. 8. Strain gauges location

considers a range about 3 minutes in which the hypotheses

have been respected, in particular, the speed range consid-

ered is about 6± 0.5 ktn as shown in figure.

The whole experimental campaign has been conducted

in the lake of Como, in the following, the GPS tracking

will be presented, in Fig.10, with the aim to describe the

straight trajectory at most of capabilities of the crew.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results outcome from the acquisition system are

consistent with the first predictive FEM model. In partic-

ular, the most significant strains gauge and the load cells

data are reported in the following figures for the time range

considered.

The maximum loads recorded are about 1650 N for the

shroud and 1745 N for the chainplates, as is shown in

Fig.11 and in Fig.12 respectlively.

Moreover, the strains time histories, in the range se-

lected will be presented how you can see in Fig.13 and

in Fig. 14.

In order to validate the numerical model, a comparison

between experimental results and FEM model has been

conducted. In particular, due to the huge numbers of dy-

namic phenomena involved, the error between Numerical

outcomes and Experimental ones has been considered as

the difference between the FEM value and the average of

the experimental signal. This is possible due to the low val-

ues of standard deviation. The results have been reported

in Tab.1 and Tab.2.
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Fig. 9. Velocity Range

Fig. 10. GPS Trajectory

Table 1. Experimental Results

Sensor Numerical Experimental Error STD

RY 1 45◦ 1.61e− 05 1.22e− 05 14.98% 8.794e− 06
RY 4 90◦ 1.608e− 06 1.536e− 06 4.48% 5.201e− 07

Clearly, the discussion about the strain values and the

corresponding comparison with to the FEA results deserve

a clarification. In fact, the sensors are located in the inner

side of the hull, but also at the top layer of the sandwich

stratification, in order to compare correctly the equivalent

values between experimental data and numerical ones, the

composite strain at the top layer has been considered. It

has been possibile thanks to a reverse assignment of the

properties. In this way it is possible to consider each layer

individually.

Moreover, a further comparison has been done. In fact,

the predictive FE model is characterized by a flexible con-

strain in order to modelling the interaction with the fluid

(sea). An important result is verifying the gap between a

flexible model and a rigid one with the experimental re-

sults. The results are reported in Tab.2.

Considering the RY 1 45◦ strain gauge it’s impossible to
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Fig. 11. Shroud load history
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Fig. 12. Chainplates load history

Table 2. Rigid Model Comparison

Sensor Numerical Experimental Error

RY 1 45◦ 3.151e− 05 1.22e− 05 /
RY 4 90◦ 9.529e− 05 1.536e− 06 182%

estimate the error properly, in fact, the sensor is too close

to the symmetry constraint and it’s affected by it. It is pos-

sible to affirm that the flexible model is more reliable than

the rigid one.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In the end, we can affirm that the FEM model is ver-

ified by experimental results. This work represents a first

step in the structural design cycle adopted by Polito Sailing

Team. Clearly, the future steps will have to involve a VPP

(Velocity Prediction Program) model in order to integrate

the skiff system with the boundary conditions as much as

possible. Further, another aim is obtaining the Tsai-Wu, or

Hill, coefficients by experimental benchmarking in order

to apply failure criteria in the design process that involves
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eco-sustainable composite materials.
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